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HAS THE FINAL COUNTDOWN STARTED? 

What does the future hold for our world and where are we going? 

There is a disturbing increase in the number of prophetic 
warnings about the future of our planet. Could it be that just 
because we are edging towards the end of the 20th century, it 
could be a time for change? But then we would have to accept 
that destiny is ruled by the Gregorian calender. The Tibetan 
spiritual leader the Dalai Llama, recently spoke of the 
approaching catastrophic changes that those on Earth were going 
to face. It would be a time of trial, but beyond it was a new 
'golden age'. 

Are we then, all heading for some kind of disaster? An 
American TV programme recently interviewed sever a 1 group sect 
leaders who were convinced that there will be a rapid melting 
of the polar ice caps and the oceans will rise and flood many 
regions of the world. One of the leaders mentioned that his 
particular 'flock' had plans to move to a pacific island in 
preparation of the coming ordeal. (I would have thought that a 
spot on top of the Rockies' might have been a better choice). 

In Professor John E.Mack's book "Abduction: Human Encounters 
With Aliens" (Simon & Schuster £16.99), there are several 
instances of abductees' being warned of what may be in store 
for us in the future. (P.104) :- Major changes in the world are 
coming. The aliens will only come "when it's safer." But that 
will not occur until there are "less and less" of us as we die 
off from disease, especially the more communicable forms of 
AIDS that will reach plague proportions • • • •  (P308) "We're 
heading towards some cataclysm," he said, "and they want to 
help us." . • • •  (P320) We talked more of his shock at the idea of 
being an "alien father," although he recognised that the hybrid 
chi 1 dren needed "a mother and a father, • • •  With the advent of 
the destruction of the earth as we know it," these wi 11 be the 
chi 1 dren that wi 11 "repopul ate" the planet. 

My philosophy is to enjoy each day as it comes, as you never 
know what is around the next corner • • • •  ! believe it was Prof. 
John E. Mack who said "Don't worry about the aliens, you have 
more to fear from your fellow man!" O.F. 
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UFO'S OVER ARBOR LOW, DERBYSHIRE 

"Arbor Low" is an ancient stone circle and known locally as the 
Stonehenge of Derbyshire. It is a late Neolithic ritual 
'henge' monument, made up of some 60 stones formed in a circle 
80 metres in diameter. The monument is believed to date back 
to 2,000B C and the stones are believed to have been originally 
set up by the 'Beaker People', who were known to have 
worshipped a "Sky God". During recent years a number of 
strange glowing lights have been reported in the area. Could 
the circle be a focus of "earth energy" once recognised by pre
historic man and a source of interest for UFO's? 

On the 23rd of August 1993 at 1 .15am, a couple were driving 
past the Arbor Low prehistoric monument on their way home from 
holiday. The two witnesses, ( who are both University Lecturers ) 
saw what they at first took to be a bright moon shining behind 
the clouds. Then they realised that it was not the moon, but a 
shimmering object with numerous lights around it. Suddenly a 
bright beam of light shone down from the craft onto the ground. 
The couple watched apprehensively as the beam of light, which 
had at first been shining on a nearby field, started to move 
towards them. They sat in.their car terrified as the light 
moved towards them, then it passed slowly overhead and 
disappeared into the night. They admitted later that they had 
both been very scared during the incident. 

More recently on the 27th of October 1994 at 7.20pm, a family 
group consisting of a two men and their wives, were driving in 
a car on their way to a birthday party in a nearby town. As 
they approached the Arbor Low stone circle, the driver of the 
car glanced across in the direction of the stone circle. There 
hovering directly above it, was a brilliant glowing light. The 
driver brought the car to a halt and the occupants lowered the 
car windows in order to have a clearer view. "It was in the 
shape of a cereal bowl", said one of the witnesses. "From where 
we were, it was about 5" long by 1 t" thick and it was glowing a 
bright orange." "It was so bright we couldn't make out the 
shape, but it was directly above the circle." "Then all of a 
sudden it shot off at terrific speed, in a split second." "I 
said let's go quick" and we quickly drove away." 

Map Ref: S K  160 635, 3 miles from Youlgreave. 
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"ANOTHER 'TRIANG LE' REPORT 
(Reprinted from the EM UFORA magazine) 

GOLDEN OLDIES 

John and Diane Stoddard, rented a cottage on Bonsall 
Moor, Derbyshire, over the Christmas period in 1986. The 
cottage overlooks a valley, with scenic views for miles 
around. Behind the cottage, the land is flat, with hills in 
the distance, and several other cottages scattered around 
the area. 

On December 31st, 1986, John and Diane were loading up 
their car, as they had to vacate the cottage by 10 am. It 
was still dark, with many stars in the sky, on the horizon 
the sky gave a hint of blue before sunrise. John had the 
outside light on, as he loaded up his car. At 7.19 am, he 
noticed a white star, zig-zagging on the horizon. He called 
his wife, and they both watched the bright light. Suddenly 
the object did a 90 degree turn and headed towards them. It 
covered several miles in only a couple of seconds. John and 
Diane didn't have time to react, as the object approached. 
It slowed down very quickly and hovered above them. 

At the side of the cottage stands a tree. John 
estimated a gap of twenty foot between the craft and the top 
of the tree. He stated that he could have hit the craft with 
a stone it was that close. The craft was at that time, 
still a ball of light, although John thought he could see 
three fins on the back of it, he stated that this could have 
been an illusion caused by the winter breeze making his eyes 
water as he stared at the light. 

After a few minutes, the object's source of light 
blacked out, leaving a dark disc, still hovering above them. 
Suddenly, and without a sound, the object split down the 
centre and began to change shape. When it had finished, it 
was an isosceles triangle shape. It was still black, and 
suddenly, beads of lights came on all around the edge of the 
craft, they were white but did not dazzle. After a couple of 
minutes the craft started moving slowly over the cottage. 

Diane, by this time was frightened, so she ran back 
into the cottage. John was fascinated, and didn't want it to 
leave. He followed it down to the end of the lane. The craft 
was travelling at walking pace. After approximately lOO 
metres, the craft suddenly accelerated and sped away, 
vanishing in seconds, still without making any sound. 

Diane had a stiff neck for three weeks after the 
sighting, and John had a bad neck for n1.ne months. 

Ever1 though their sighting had happened several years 
ago, John was still excited when he reported this event to 
EMUFORA on 1st October 1990. Neither of the Stoddards 
believed in UFOs before their sighting. But they now rent 
the same cottage every year, in the hope of seeing another. 
John commented that this was the best thing that had ever 
happened to him. 
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Years later, John made a model of the craft which he and his 
wife had seen on Bonsall Moore. 

UFO OVER STANLEY COl\fMON 

A UFO was sighted over Stanley Connnon on Saturday 8th October as repot1ed by Don 
Hammersley who wa.q out walking his dog when he saw the strange object. 

It was fast moving, egg shaped, pointed from behind and yellow in colour and was seen 
traveling in a Westerly direction over Shm.ley Conunon at a colossal velocity. It seemed to 
appear from behind two ash trees and traveled straight and level for approximately three 
seconds before it blinked out. 

The witness found it was difficult to judge the distance and said it could be anything frorn 
500 yards up to 5,000 miles but says anything further than one and a half miles away and 
it's speed would be supersonic. 

There was no noise, no sparks as from a meteor or space debris and the moon had already 
set being only two days old. 

Interview by Claire Upton (PRA) 

Comments From Our Readers:-

Thank you for sending me your newsletter 'OV NI' -
fascinating reading! 

Barry Parkinson,Milton Keynes College 
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Enquiries: 
(0507) 466606 

SKYWATCH UK 
Old Post Office, 
Beesby Rd., 
Markby, 

.: t*'\J.i]I�Ji:!i1%=i,'· '=. •· . :-:.· . .. . . .  · . •. 
Encounter Hotline: 

(0790) 753995 
ALFORD, 
lines. LN 1 3 9QH SKYW&TCH UK: 

REPORT OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECT 
· Name: S u�!:l:� G:_g�oi"V\ 

Address: "ll: <;;:���� .4,� M-��\l;ro� 
Drtte, T ime rtnd Durcllion of Sighting: So 5f>± ;JI H.-.. g � 
Description: Please Draw Object if Possible 

Number of Objects_....__ __ _ 
Size �2 r- -\L� o 
Shape �a<.> n J 
Colours \,.,\h�\:,.... 
Rrightness VSfv'.\)l� 

0----q 
Sounrl i'\J <:>vv-
Vibration 
Smcii ___ ..,L..L_ _____ _ 

Position of Observer: 

4 Ce-�--��o 

Geogrc:tphicc:JI Lociltion ___________ _ 
How Observed:

/ 
NakedEye _·---��-----------
8 inocula rs _________________ _ 
Still or Video Camera _________ _ Indoors or 0 ut side _O::.:::_::..v_J ..... _����· :.__----:-----

Stc:Jtionary or Moving VVO v ·�<-:1 -o"d s hi- ·he" oo- V'1 Other Optical Device _________ _ 
Method of Transport (if applicdble) ______ _ 

Draw an Arrow to Indicate Aerial Manoeuvres 

Direction in which Object was first seen: 
In Relation to a Lilndmark or Estimated Bearing 

0\J-Y- i )k_ �� Grt\.ch.rJ 

Distance of Object from Observer: 
By Reference to a Known Landmark if Possible 

tvo flG fr£n.£t!C<t -- o \J 6?-- �e N1<rftA 
�G� 

Angular Elevation of Object when first seen 

Weather Conditions during Observation: 
Mist, Cloud, Rain Etc. .. 

r\� .-�� V\A# 
Any Other Information: 

Electrical Interference, Physical or S piritual 
Effec ts.---------:::::--""------� 

our thanks to Peter Gregory of ' UFO Skywath' in Lincolnshire for 
sendings us this and several other UFO reports. 
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THE EVENING SKY 

Novel'nber 1994 
When observin2 the eveninu sk� it is 
best to choose._ a location '�'va\· from 
bright artificial I i ght and preferah(v ,,·hen 
there in no 1\11 oon. The darker the s k v 
the more heavenh· bodies ,·ou will �e�. 
It i. also important to be co1�fortable. Do 
nnt ·tand and strain vour neck loo kin u 
up at the sky. Sit in a· deck chair or. as l 
do. lie on a sunbed. To mak e the 
e .\ perience pleasurable \·ou must be 
comfortable. so please \v�·ap up ''arm. 
Light pollution is a real problem ,,·hen 
obsen · ing the heaYens fro m an urban 
:etting. 

Always take the opportunity to look up 
at the s k v and trY to i n1 a g i ne the 
enorm ity 1Jt. the co ·m.os. lt can '""orten put 
your probletns in perspecti\'e and gi,·e 
y·2u a re�! feeling of well hein2. 
Remember. the light v':"ou see cotnino fro�1 
all those little t\�inkling stars ha; been 
tra,·elling through the universe for 
millions ;r years, j�tst to reach you� eyes. 

If \ ou look directl v above vour head and 
sli�htiY to the north vou w.,ill see a oreat 
sta� constellation in .the shape of a::::'W'. 
This is the star constellation Cassiopeia. 
Look up from Cassiopeia. almost directlv 
,·ertical and if the sky is dark enough 
you will see the great galaxy in 
Andromeda at some 2.2 million light 
years distance. Andromeda is the most 
distant object detectable to the unaided 
eye and is visible this month. 

Saturn. still visible. is moving among the 
watery stars of Aquarius in the southern 
sky soon after night-fall. l\tlars is best 
seen just before the first light of dawn. 
()n the morning of the 25th the red 

pI a 11 e t l\tl a r s . t h e tvl o o n a 11 d t he q a r 
R e g ulu s r o r 111 a · m a 2 i c t r i a n � I e . . 
Regulus. a blue-white -star con t;ast' 
dramatically with !\liars. an orange \vorld. 

I n I 9 7 8 a 1\11 o on named Char on \' :1 s 
disco,·ered orbiting the remote planet 
Pluto. Pluto is on h· i-l.OO miles in 
diatneter. (half the s(ze of the Earth·, 
Moon) and Charon i · 700 mile· in 
dian1eter. Currentlv a controversv ra2e-:: 
amon� astronon1er;. man\· believfng tl1at 
PI ulo �houl d be den1oted ·from pi an .... etar� 
status and classified as an asteroid. Since 
Charon's discoverY. ma n\· other rock\· 
bodies have been· detecte.d bevond th� 
orbit of PI uto in a region of space known 
as the Kui per-belt. A .- pacecraft ·the
Pluto-fast-flv-bv-mission· \vill lea,·e 
Earth before 2oob. destined for Pluto. 

�lany people often ask: \vhat is the point 
of spending n1illions of pounds on space 
research'? Confucius he say: if you ha\·e 
two pennies you should spend one 
penny on flour and one penny on a 
nower. One penny to feed the body and 
the other penny to nourish the mind and 
fire the spirit. 

EtTjrJ.\' YrJUI' E\·eninr; 5/.:.\·! 
Ban� Parkln'<'ll - 1\lilt()n Kc�nc" College) 

·The Evenin� k.v· - PO Uox .tOO:! - \lilton Ke,vnes - \IKIJ 7ER . l'.K. 
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THE ROBOTS REBELLION LECTURE TOUR 
DA VID ICKE AT THE WIIEREHOUSE, DERBY 

OCTOBER 12111 1994 

Over one hundred people were packed into the Wherehouse, Derby to listen to David Icke, 
ex T.V. presenter and leading spokesman of the Green Party., who appeared as a stnart and 
highly articulate speaker who knows exactly what he wants to put across to his audience. 

I \<Vill try to give you a flavow- of his talk which lasted for two and a half hours and try and 
condense it to this review. 

He started offby trying to sho\<v how easy it is to manipulate the general public, for 
instance he says take exams. Who sets the questions in exams? The status quo does. Who 
decides what the answers are going to be if we are going to pass? The status quo does, and 
if you don't tell the status quo V\'hat it wants to hear you don't progress within it, so 
conform. 

A fe"' centuries ago if a geography student had said that the world was round he V\'ould 
have failed. Even today we are passing exams often by telling the system what it wants to 
hear yes, about things that have no connections with reality whatever. 

We have celibate priests in the Roman Catholic Church because of\1\'hat a Pope decided in 
1,074 but no one has challenged the stahts quo so each generation gets the treatment and 
thousands of years later we have something which someone thousands of years ago 
decided. 

We are constantly having our behavior and our thoughts'and lives controlled by the lack of 
the word WHY? and the courage to stand up for something different. The \<Vorld is being 
string-pulled by a remarkably small group of people who have the knowledge of how to 
manipulate the hwnan mind and how to engineer events and send out messages through the 
media and the education system that not only decides us not to challenge what they want but 
to actually demand it. We have to start thinking for ourselves and not allowing someone 
else, be it a religion, a political party, gwu, or whatever to impose their beliefs on us. 

David then proceeded to tell us where he was coming from because many people have got 
the impression that he has discovered religion and that he is Jesus Christ reincarnated 'The 
Messiah� that has cmne to save the world. In fact if anyone has read his books he says tl1ey 
\vilJ see that far :from discovering religion he thinks it has been used as one of the greatest 
fonns of mind control humanity has ever invented. 

We are says David as part of this n1anipulation, basically projected from early on in our 
lives at school with two basic explanations of V\'ho V\'e are and \\'hat V\'e are doing here. 
Take one or the other, one seems to be that there is some sort of God figure out there 
somewhere who is saying we have one life on this planet and it is up to him to decide 
whether \Ve go to heaven or heJI forever. Which is great ,if you are a manipulator who can 
say (Cl know what God wants you to do to gt't to heaven so just listen to me and everything 
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will be fine.'' 1be alternative to this is that \IVe are just a cosmic accident of evolution "vith 
no past and no fi.1tw-e so it is just a waste of time really because as the saying goes 'Life's a 
bitch and then you die'. 

'There is an alternative which challenges both these ideas and which is condemned and 
ridiculed by reflex action. This idea is kept out of the public arena but more and more 
enlightened people are opening up to this way of thinking is that everything in creation is 
the same energy but in different states of being. One kind of example of this is water, 
clouds and ice which are the same substance but in different �tates of being . 

Everything says David is the srune energy in different states of being therefore ener,gy ru1d 
consciousness are the same thing, suddenly creation become� a gigantic mind of which \IVe 
are all aspects, so when we taJk ofthe 'Son ofGorl' we are talking about aspects ofthe 
\ovhole. I see us like droplets of water in this �ea of consciousness, we are individual to a 
certain extent but altogether the droplets make a "'hole. 

So this gigantic mind if you \IVant to put the name God to it is not some person \Vith a beard 
sitting on a throne in the sky son1�where, we are part of that force. Creation is broken up 
into frequencies or V\'avelengths all sharing the same space, something like radio V\'aves 

\rvhich occupy the same space but the one that you hear is the one 'rvhich you are tuned into 
at that time. �1ove the dial and you may tune into another frequency and so on. 

When we die the conscious leaves this reality and moves into aJiother one, the body is only 
a vehicle allowing us to experience this level of reality rather like a space suit allows 
astronaughts to experience the reality of the moon. As more and more people are being 
revived fi·om clinical death due to better medical knowledge, more anrl more people are 
teiJing of 'near death experiences' as their consciousness leaves the body to CarJ}' on in a 
different reality but is then brought back into the physical body to canyon in this life . 

'Ibat the natural state of being is the consciousness and not the body, \ovhat has happened 
since those tin1es V\'hen this knoV\'ledge V\'as knoV\'11 is that rigid religions used for control 
and power have suppressed the knowledge of who and what we are doing here and the 
nature of life. It is a knowledge and tu1derstanding which is only now beginning to re
emerge. What happens is that billions in this world continue to fear death and to be 

:6-ightened of some eternal danmation, when all that happens is that we are re-born onto 
another :frequency to continue our evolution . 

Why is tl1is knowledge being suppressed, who is behind it and why? lben I began says 
David to ask some other questions I have never met anyone in my life V\'ho V\'anted a war 
yet the world is full of conflicts and wars, so I thought this is a. contradiction. What is 
going on, who is behind these wars or what and why? 

There is a force that does not have hwnanities best interests at heart to say the very least, 
secrecy is being m�ed to nmnipulate and keep :from the people knowledge that they have 
every right to know. within this knowledge is hoV\' to create technology 'rvhich harnesses 
the Earth's natural energy field and turns it into usable warmth and power so we don't have 
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to rape the Earth and turn fossil fitel into pollution. It is finmy "vhen you look into this, ho"v 
many scientists who have sussed how to do this, have either ended up in the cen1etery or 
behind bars, because to control you need dependency, anything v.rhich creates dependency 
creates control. So, if this system and this manipulation makes us dependent in playing it's 
gan1e for the basics of life, like food, shelter, clothing, warmth and power then it's got us 
where it wants us. 

Ifs a conspiracy which is being called by a secret name which is now very public, that 
name is 'The New World Order'. The very words as spoken by George Bush after the 
blatantly engineered Gulf War of 1991 and is constantly being used to describe the future 
of global politics and economics. Today the manipulation going on to bring about this New 
World Order pervades every area of our lives. What New World Order means in simple 
terms is the creation of a one \ovorld government to which all nations would be subordinate, 
one world central bank, one world currency which wouldn't actually be physical n1oney 
bw- credit cards and such like, one \\'orld army and a micro-chipped population. Of course 
the more you centralize power the fewer hrutds can control the whole. Anyone who has
challenged this centralization has been told one of two things either, it's progress, you can't 
stop progress, or the events in the world make it absolutely inevitable that we should 
centralize, we have no choice. 

The plan is to get us to see the different steps to\ovards centralization as a good idea, to 
quote one of it's secret docmnents which came to light a few years ago "Create problen1s 
then offer the solutions" and the solutions just happen to be something \\'hich takes us 
fiu1her on in the direction required. This is being done in many areas of our lives and 
when you watch the news and read the ne\ovspapers from the perspective of 'create the 
problem offer the solution' you start to see the news and what the politicians say in a very 
different light. 

The New World Order is being coordinated through the global net\.vork of secret societies 
and at the top of this pyrarnid of Secret Societies is another group of people the researchers 
call the 'IIluminati '. Now at that level all these secret societies become the san1e 
organization string-pulled by the same 'elite' and within that organisation are significant 
people in politics and more importantly, the people who advise the politicians, the pE:'ople 
in the military and the media etc., and this whole global pyran1id of secret societies is 
being used to bring this whole thing about by stealth. 

David gives many examples ofho\ov events are engineered and how the Nev.' World Order 
will be brought about. 

If you wish to know rnore I recommend you read 'The Robots Rebellion�· by David Icke 
published by Gateway Books. 

Report by Claire Upton (PRA) 
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Two more of Busty• Taylor•s fine Crop Circle photographs. 

The "Web" at Avebury, Wiltshire. Summer 1994. ' 

1 0 Copyright F.C.Taylor 
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TALE ENDERS 

UFO REPORTS have flooded into the PRA recently and it is hoped 
to include a number of them in the next issue. These include a 
fast moving 'cloud' over Derby on the night of November 5th, a 
double bright 1 i ght over Long Ea ton (Notts.) on the night of 
the 4th of October and a 'Flying Triangle' over Fareham,Hants. 
on the night of 12tyh September this year. Thanks to all 
contributors and apologies for not including all your reports. 

ILKESTON ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY had their horizons widened, when 
Omar Fowl er gave them a ta 1 k on UFO' s (8th November). The 
meeting at the I 1 keston Museum Hall was packed out and the 
Secretary of the IDAS commented that he wished he had seen as 
many people at their recent AGM! The audio/visual presentation 
was followed by a lively 'question time' and this produced 
three interesting local UFO reports, including another sighting 
over the Rolls-Royce test bed centre near Derby. 

BOB DEAN was recently telephoned by the PRA at his home in the 
USA to clarify his rank in the United States Army during his 
period at SHAPE (Supreme H.Q. Allied Powers Europe) in the 
50 ' s • ' Que s t I n t er n at i on a 1 ' re c e n t 1 y i n-t rod u c e d h i m a s 
'Colonel ', but Bob confirmed that at the time he served with 
SHAPE, he was a Master Sergeant. 

INTERNATIONAL MAGAZINES "Mas Alla" (Spain) and "Super Mystery 
r� U M a g a z i n e " ( J a p a n ) b o t h f e a t u r e d y o u r E d i to r 0 m a r F o w 1 e r i n 
their September issues. 

T E R R Y W A L T E R S c 1 a i m s t o b e i ·n c o n t a c t w i t h a 1 i e n s a n d to 
possess healing powers. (His wife confirms this). Terry, who 
lives near Wokingham, Berkshire, stated over a year ago that he 
was most concerned about the deep mining activity at Yakutsk, 
northern Siberia. He claimed that the aliens had warned him of 
a major earth fault in that region and the mining was in danger 
of causing a major earthquake. Recent press reports (Daily 
Mail Nov.10th 94) refer to a volcanic eruption in the far east 
of Siberia being responsible for freak weather resulting in 
many recent disasters throughout the world • • • • •  

*************************************************************** 

NEXT MEETING 

TUESDAY 29th NOVEMBER (8pm) AT THE STANLEY CLUB 

TONY JAMES (EMUFORA) 

WILL GIVE AN AUDIO VISUAL LECTURE ON •AREA 51" 
(wh1ch he visited during his recent tr1p to the USA) 

Non-members welcome: entrance f1 
The Stanley Club \s next to the Stanley eo mon spor�s ground 

(A.609) near Ilkeston, Derbyshire. 
*************************************************************** 

TCJ1994: OVNI L-6 publL-6hed by :the Phenomenon Re-6ea.Jtc.h 
A-6-6oc.La.:t.Lon. No pa.Jt:t o6 :thL-6 new-6le:tte.Jt ma.y be JtepJtoduc.ed 
wL:thou:t :the pe!tmL�-6Lon o6 :the EdL.toJt. 
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